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ABSTRACT
Gas response to the underlying stellar spirals is explored for M81 using unmagnetized hydrodynamic
simulations. Constrained within the uncertainty of observations, 18 simulations are carried out to
study the effects of selfgravity and to cover the parameter space comprising three different sound
speeds and three different arm strengths. The results are confronted with those data observed at
wavelengths of 8 µm and 21 cm. In the outer disk, the ring-like structure observed in 8 µm image is
consistent with the response of cold neutral medium with an effective sound speed 7 km s−1, while
for the inner disk, the presence of spiral shocks can be understood as a result of 4:1 resonances
associated with the warm neutral medium with an effective sound speed 19 km s−1. Simulations
with single effective sound speed alone cannot simultaneously explain the structures in the outer and
inner disks. This justifies the coexistence of cold and warm neutral media in M81. The anomalously
high streaming motions observed in the northeast arm and the outward shifted turning points in
the iso-velocity contours seen along the southwest arm are interpreted as signatures of interactions
with companion galaxies. The level of simulated streaming motions narrows down the uncertainty of
observed arm strength toward larger amplitudes.
Subject headings: hydrodynamics, methods: numerical, galaxies: spiral
1. INTRODUCTION
The structures observed through gas and dust emis-
sions in disk galaxies may shed light on the underlying
processes associated with the formation of stars and the
evolution of stellar disks. Driven by the fact that grand
design spiral arms are delineated with bright, young stel-
lar associations, Roberts (1969) suggested that star for-
mation may be triggered at galactic scale as molecu-
lar clouds become gravitationally unstable when pass-
ing through galactic shocks. The two-armed spiral shock
(TASS) solution pursued by Roberts (1969) was based
upon the assumption that the stellar arms appear as a
normal mode which is presumably a quasi-stationary spi-
ral structure (QSSS) (Lin & Shu 1964, 1966). That is,
the grand design spirals revolve about the galactic cen-
ter with a well defined pattern speed and evolve slowly
over several orbital times of the pattern. The gas re-
sponse to the spiral density waves (SDWs) behaves in
a predictable way, allowing direct comparisons between
observations and predictions.
Numerical studies on the origin of self-excited spiral
structures have recently been carried out by several au-
thors (Sellwood 2012; D’Onghia et al. 2013) and reviewed
by Sellwood & Carlberg (2014). Sellwood & Carlberg
(2014) argue that the spirals are growing cavity modes
between resonances, at which the wave-particle interac-
tions introduce abrupt changes to the impedance expe-
rienced by the traveling waves. The presence of reso-
nances to the traveling waves is crucial for this mecha-
nism to work. For M81, it appears that there is no inner
Lindblad resonance associated with the observed pattern
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speed (Adler & Westpfahl 1996). Thus, we do not take
this view as the origin of spirals in M81. D’Onghia et al.
(2013) describe that apparent long-lived spiral as a re-
sult of the nonlinear development of gravitational wakes,
which are initially seeded by density clumps, such as gi-
ant molecular clouds. In this view, the grand design
spirals are nothing more than connections between self-
perpetuating wave segments so that the visually ‘long-
lived’ structures are understood in a statistical sense.
However, persistent grand-design two-arm spiral struc-
ture are very difficult to produce numerically in an iso-
lated disk (Sellwood 2011). Therefore, we believe that
the QSSS hypothesis based on the theory of SDW re-
mains relevant to this work.
Several observations of disk galaxies with grand design
spirals appear to support the presence of SDWs. The
kinematic signatures in HI and CO qualitatively agree
with the presence of galactic shocks (Visser 1980b; Shetty
et al. 2007), the stellar age gradient across spiral arms
is consistent with the picture of shock induced OB star
formation (Mart´ınez-Garc´ıa et al. 2009; Puerari & Dot-
tori 1997), the angular offsets between dust and Hα arms
(Ichikawa et al. 1985; Lo et al. 1987; Tilanus et al. 1988;
Nakai et al. 1994; Tosaki et al. 2002; Egusa et al. 2004;
Mouschovias et al. 2006) or dust and HI arms (Tamburro
et al. 2008) are also expected from the theory of SDWs.
Aside from the aforementioned observed phenomena
that are associated with the presence of major galactic
shocks discussed by Roberts (1969), in comparison with
the old stellar population in disks, the nonlinear gas re-
sponse may lead to extra arms or substructures seen in
optical images, which greater emphasize the young pop-
ulation I stars as well as ionized gas (Block & Wain-
scoat 1991; Block et al. 1994; Elmegreen et al. 1999).
Elmegreen (1980) suggested that the stellar spurs may
be long-lived and share a common origin as the gaseous
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feathers. Here, the stellar spurs are understood as short
stellar segments, which jut out from the main arms with
large pitch angles, while the gaseous feathers are ex-
tinction features protruding downstream from the ma-
jor shocks with pitch angles similar to that of associated
stellar spurs. Since the formations of young stars as well
as giant molecular clouds are closely related to the gas-
dynamics in disks (Elmegreen et al. 2014), studying the
nature of substructures in gas and dust is crucial to the
understanding of disk evolution.
Theoretical investigations on the origin of substruc-
tures primarily follow Roberts’ picture within the frame-
work of QSSS. Branches are identified as the secondary
compression corresponding to 4:1 resonance (Shu et al.
1973). Feathers are considered to be a quasi-regularly
spaced feature triggered by the gravitational instability
associated with the underlying TASS solution (Lee 2014;
Lee & Shu 2012; Balbus 1988; Kim & Ostriker 2002).
More recently, normal mode analysis also suggests that
the feathering phenomenon can be of a purely hydrody-
namical origin due to the accumulation of potential vor-
ticity which is generated in deformed shocks (Kim et al.
2014).
QSSS is also the central working hypothesis that un-
derlies some numerical works. Nonlinear gas response
to an imposed spiral potential is followed numerically to
take into account the effects of hydrodynamics, selfgrav-
ity, magnetic fields and multiphase medium. Depending
on the physics involved in the settings, feathers and spurs
seen in numerical simulations are associated with the
Magneto-Jeans Instability (MJI, Kim & Ostriker 2002,
2006; Shetty & Ostriker 2006), the shearing-type insta-
bility (Wada & Koda 2004), overlapping of ultraharmon-
ics (Chakrabarti et al. 2003), and the sheared cold dense
molecular clouds in the interarm region (Dobbs & Bon-
nell 2006; Dobbs 2008). It is, however, unclear whether
one or more mechanisms are working under the condi-
tions observed for real galaxies. Numerical models built
based on observational data may be the best way of dis-
tinguishing between different possibilities.
Confrontation between theoretical predictions and the
observations was recently carried out for the stellar disk
of M81 by Feng et al. (2014, hereafter Paper I). Based
on the modal analysis, two unstable modes with nearly
equal growth rates were found for the two-armed spi-
ral structure. The apparently separated inner and outer
stellar arms (Kendall et al. 2008) are identified to be
consistent with the presence of the unstable mode that
rotates about the galactic center at an angular speed of
25.5 km s−1 kpc−1. The predicted spiral shape, pattern
speed as well as the trend of relative amplitude of arms
are in good agreement with those inferred from observa-
tions.
Complementary to the Paper I, this second paper ex-
plores the gas response to the underlying stellar spirals
using two-dimensional, unmagnetized, global hydrody-
namic simulations. For the given mass model for M81,
Paper I provides the information about the spiral pat-
tern, the pattern speed and the radial modulation of arm
strength that are compatible to the reaction of the stellar
disk. Under the assumption of QSSS, the two-armed stel-
lar spiral pattern is imposed to rotate rigidly about the
galactic center and the strength of the arms is scaled to
be within the range of observational uncertainty. Since
the total gas mass is only a small fraction (< 1%, see Sec-
tion 2.2) of the stellar mass, we ignore the back reaction
by the gas on the stellar disk as a first approximation.
Simulations with or without the selfgravity of gas are
both considered because in the region of spiral shocks the
selfgravity may be important to the stability of shocks
(Balbus 1988; Lee & Shu 2012; Lee 2014), the formation
of branches (Chakrabarti et al. 2003) and the formation
of self-bounded objects (Dobbs 2008). In the same spirit
of Paper I, the mass distribution of the gaseous disk as
well as different effective temperatures that reflect the
turbulent nature of gas are modelled based on observa-
tions (Ianjamasimanana et al. 2012).
Compared to the earlier studies on the gas response
in M81 (Visser 1980a,b), several aspects have been im-
proved in this work. As reported in the Paper I, our
mass model for M81, spiral pattern, pattern speed and
the modulation of arm strength are constrained by mod-
ern data and are understood within the framework of
the theory of spiral density waves. The properties of
gaseous disks, such as the mass distribution and effec-
tive temperatures, are also modelled based on recent ob-
servations (Walter et al. 2008; Ianjamasimanana et al.
2012). Given all these constraints, the unmagnetized gas
response to the stellar spirals is followed for ten orbital
times of the spiral pattern using hydrodynamic simula-
tions with or without the selfgravity of gas. Numerical
results are confronted with the observed gas/dust spiral
structures and HI kinematics. Substructures associated
with the 4:1 resonances, ring-like structures, wiggle in-
stability as well as the nature of the inner spiral shocks
are explored and discussed.
This paper is structured as follows. The physical mod-
els and a brief introduction of the numerical method are
described in Section 2. Results obtained from the numer-
ical simulations are presented and analyzed in Section 3.
We discuss and conclude in Section 4.
2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
M81 (NGC 3031) is the major member of the nearby
M81 galaxy group situated in the direction of Ursa Major
and located at a distance 3.6 Mpc (Kendall et al. 2008;
Karachentsev 2005). The disk of M81 is tilted with an
inclination angle of roughly 60◦ in the sky, with inclina-
tion 0◦ corresponds to a face-on disk. In this work, we
adopt an inclination 58◦ (Adler & Westpfahl 1996; de
Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) to tilt our face-on results when
comparing with observations. The proximity and the fa-
vorable inclination make M81 one of the well studied spi-
ral galaxies for both disk structure and gas kinematics.
In optical images, a pair of nearly bi-symmetric grand
design spirals is prominent in the disk. The spiral tail
ending in the north will be called northeast arm and the
one ending in the south is called southwest arm.
We perform two-dimensional, hydrodynamical simula-
tions with or without selfgravity of gas to investigate the
nonlinear gas response to the grand-design stellar spi-
rals in M81. In Paper I, a bulge-disk-halo mass model
is constructed to support the observed rotation curve.
For the given mass model, two spiral modes with nearly
equal growth rates were found for two-armed spirals us-
ing modal analysis. The mode (m = 2,n = 1), where
m denotes the number of arms and n is the number of
nodes, were identified to have the appropriate character-
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istics that fit the observed stellar arms. This particular
spiral mode was presumably ‘selected’ due to the recent
interactions with M82 and NGC 3077 as hinted by the
tidal tails observed in neutral gas (Thomasson & Donner
1993; Yun et al. 1994; Yun 1999). Superimposed on the
stellar disk built for M81, the pattern of spiral pertur-
bation, the associated angular speed and arm strength
adopted in our simulations are constrained by observa-
tions and are derived naturally from the modal analy-
sis. The good agreement between analytic predictions,
though still subject to uncertainty in the radial profile
of stellar velocity dispersion, and observations gives the
confidence that the theory of spiral density wave is one
of the plausible mechanisms that may explain the origin
of spirals in M81.
Although the gas behavior and the stellar dynamics
may couple to each other through the combined Pois-
son equation, the following two differences between gas
and stellar disks enable us to consider them separately
for this specific galaxy, M81. First, the total mass in
gas is less than 1% of the stellar mass. The gravity of
gas has negligible influence on the stellar dynamics. It
is therefore adequate to treat the gas as a passive com-
ponent reacting to a potential field dominated by the
stars and the dark matter halo. Nevertheless, the bright,
young stars observed along galactic shocks indicate that
the selfgravity of gas in dense regions should play a role
in forming stars. Second, the fact that azimuthal cuts
of the broad, smooth stellar arms can be well fitted with
a single sinusoidal function (Kendall et al. 2008) justi-
fies the linear analysis for the stellar disk. On the other
hand, the presence of opaque dust lanes along the galac-
tic shocks reflects the dissipative nature and nonlinear
behaviors of the gas. The linear analysis for the stellar
dynamics of M81 has been reported in the Paper I, while
in this paper we focus on the nonlinear gas response using
the hydrodynamic code, Antares.
2.1. Numerical Method
The numerical simulations are carried out with a high-
order Godunov code known as Antares, in which the hy-
drodynamic fluxes on zone interfaces are calculated with
the exact Riemann solution (Yuan & Yen 2005). Carte-
sian coordinates are adopted to avoid the need to impose
an inner boundary condition to handle the coordinate
singularity at the origin. The origin of the coordinates
coincide with the galactic center. At the outer boundary,
a radiation boundary condition is imposed. That is, the
wave characteristic decomposition is performed at each
boundary cell, allowing waves to propagate outwards,
but suppressing incoming waves. With this treatment,
reflection is automatically prohibited at the boundary.
The gas disk is evolved in a frame corotating with the
stellar spirals and the turbulent nature of gas is approx-
imated using an isothermal equation of state. The gas
response is solved numerically with the following hydro-
dynamical equations:
∂σ
∂t
+∇ · (σv) = 0, (1)
∂v
∂t
+ v · ∇v = −
∇P
σ
−∇V +Ω2
p
r − 2Ωp × v, (2)
where σ is the surface density of gas, v denotes the ve-
locity vector, P is the vertically integrated pressure, r
represents the galactocentric distance measured in the
plane of galaxy, Ωp is the pattern speed and V the total
gravitational potential composed of three components:
V = V0 + V1 + Vg. (3)
V0 denotes the axisymmetric component (disk-bulge-
halo) that supports the rotation curve; V1 represents the
perturbation potential attributed to the presence of stel-
lar spirals and Vg is the component associated with the
selfgravity of the gas. To avoid the noise due to the sud-
den introduction of the stellar spirals, the arm strength
is turned on slowly, reaching full strength at one orbital
time of the pattern and is kept constant thereafter. In
order to close the equations, the pressure, P is related to
the surface density of gas through P = c2sσ, with cs cor-
responding to the effective isothermal sound speed that
reflects the turbulent nature of gas. For a given mass dis-
tribution of imposed perturbation, the forcing −∇V1 can
be calculated using the Poisson solver described below.
Since the perturbation is static in the corotating frame,
the forcing associated with the stellar spirals needs to be
calculated only once at the beginning of the simulations.
The gravitational potential of the infinitesimally thin gas
disk is included through the relation:
∇
2Vg = 4piGσδ(z), (4)
where G is the gravitational constant and δ is the Dirac
delta function.
Solving the Poisson equation, i.e., Equation (4), for an
infinitesimally thin gaseous disk is intrinsically a three-
dimensional problem. However, a direct sum calculation
for the potential function, Vg, is avoidable. Specifically,
the force field in the plane of the disk is calculated by
integration, where the force is written as a double sum-
mation of the product of surface density and a kernel,
which is in a form of convolution. The computational
complexity associated with the convolution of lengthN is
reduced from O(N2) to O(N lnN) using the fast Fourier
transform (FFT). As a result, the entire force compu-
tation of our two-dimensional problem has a complexity
of O((N lnN)2). We note that the FFT is only used to
accelerate the computation, and our Poisson solver does
not require a periodic boundary condition. We refer to
the work by Yen et al. (2012) for those who are interested
in this computational technique.
2.2. Models and Parameters
The evolution of gas is calculated within a rectangular
domain with a physical length 24 kpc on each side. The
calculation domain is uniformly subdivided into 1024×
1024 cells, corresponding to a spatial resolution ≈ 23 pc
or 1.32′′ at a distance of 3.6 Mpc. The simulations are
initialized with an axisymmetric gas disk rotating about
the galactic center. Figure 1a shows the observed gas
distribution as the dotted curve, which is derived from
the 0th-moment HI map (Walter et al. 2008) averaged
over circular rings 500 pc wide in the plane of the galaxy
and multiplied by a factor of 1.4 for helium and heavier
element content (Crosthwaite & Turner 2007). Except
for the very central region (r < 1 kpc), the inner 4 kpc
zone is HI depleted (Adler & Westpfahl 1996; Rots 1975).
The outer region (r > 9 kpc) can be well fitted with an
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exponential function (red curve) with a scale length of
10 kpc (Yun et al. 1994). The initial gas distribution
adopted in this work is shown as the black curve and is
described by:
σ(r) = 4 exp(−
r2
2a21
)− 3.5 exp(−
r2
2a22
), (5)
with σ being the surface density of the gas disk in units
of M⊙ pc
−2, a1 = 15.0 and a2 = 2.5 kpc. The total
mass enclosed within the radius of outer 4:1 resonance,
i.e., 10.8 kpc, is estimated to be 1.15× 109 M⊙.
The interstellar neutral gas is multiphase and turbu-
lent. Both thermal and kinematic broadening contribute
to the observed absorption or emisson line widths. While
the cold neutral medium (≈ 100K, CNM) associated
with narrow line profiles appears to be clumpy and well
correlated with star forming regions, the warm neutral
medium (a few thousandK, WNM) tends to be smoothly
and ubiquitously distributed (Young & Lo 1996, 1997;
Young et al. 2003). Ianjamasimanana et al. (2012) an-
alyzed the HI super velocity profiles of nearby galax-
ies using a stacking method that is usually applied to
construct high signal-to-noise profiles. They found that
these super profiles are best described using a narrow
and a broad Gaussian component, consistent with the
presence of CNM and WNM. For M81, the velocity dis-
persion is estimated to be 6.7± 0.1 km s−1 for the CNM
and 19± 0.2 km s−1 for the WNM. The velocity disper-
sion derived from the one-component Gaussian fit gives
11.2 ± 0.2 km s−1. In the cases of low surface density,
i.e., the selfgravity of gas is unimportant, Dobbs (2008)
has shown that responses of CNM and WNM to imposed
spiral arms are dynamically decoupled. The major effect
of WNM is to confine the substructures, which would
anyway happen in the cold-component only simulations,
to higher density. Since the surface density of gas in M81
is not particularly high, we study the responses of cold
and warm gases separately. As a comparison, simula-
tions using the effective sound speed that corresponds to
one-component Gaussian fit are also performed. In these
cases, we implicitly assume that cold and warm gases are
dynamically well coupled.
The initial rotation velocity of gas follows the rota-
tion curve modeled in Paper I (see Figure 2 therein),
where a three-component mass distribution associated
with a stellar disk, a dark matter halo and a stellar bulge
was constructed based on observational data. Given the
gaseous surface density, sound speeds and the rotation
curve, the stability of a gaseous disk is described by the
Toomre QT defined as:
QT =
csκ
piGσ
, (6)
where κ is the epicyclic frequency associated with the
rotation curve. As shown in Figure 1b, all the gaseous
disks are initialized with QT well above unity, i.e., the
initial states of gas disks are expected to be stable to
axisymmetric perturbations.
Superimposed on the axisymmetric stellar disk is a
stellar spiral pattern rigidly rotating about the galactic
center with an angular speed of Ωp = 25.5 km s
−1 kpc−1.
The spiral pattern and the associated pattern speed
are calculated self-consistently with the three-component
model based on the mode analysis (Paper I). The ap-
parently separated inner and outer spirals observed by
Kendall et al. (2008) are identified as an unstable spi-
ral mode, thereby rotating with the same angular speed.
The radii of resonances depends on the effective sound
speeds and will be discussed in Section 3.2. Here, we note
that no inner Lindblad resonance, i.e., 2:1 resonance, is
associated with the pattern speed adopted in this work.
The mass distribution of the imposed stellar spirals is
shown in Figure 2a, where the surface density is nor-
malized and only the density contrast is emphasized.
The strengths of stellar spirals are constrained with ob-
servations as shown in Figure 2b. Within the uncer-
tainty of the observed 3.6µm data, gas reactions to dif-
ferent strengths of density waves are explored. The black
solid is taken as the fiducial strength of spirals, while
the model corresponding to a 15% increase (decrease)
in strength with respect to the fiducial one is shown by
dashed (dotted) black curve. In this plot, the curves of
models are shown to the radius of outer 4:1 resonance,
where the outgoing boundary condition is applied for
the mode analysis. Beyond this particular radius, the
strength of spirals is assumed to exponentially decay to
nearly zero at 12 kpc to mimic the absorption of short
trailing waves at the outer Lindblad resonance.
Figure 2c shows the radial profiles of arm strength,
F ≡ fsp,max(r)/rΩ
2(r), in terms of the ratio of the maxi-
mum arm force to the centrifugal force (Shu et al. 1973).
We note that the Equation (4) of Shu et al. (1973) is
a useful dimensionless measure for arm strength when
spirals are tightly wound, so that the nonlinear gas re-
sponses can be followed with the small pitch angle ap-
proximation. The outer spirals of our model are tightly
wound with pitch angle no more than 18◦. The arm
strengths of the outer spirals are peaked at 7.2 kpc with
a ratio of 7.2%, 8.5% and 9.8%, respectively, for the dot-
ted, solid and dashed curves. On the other hand, the
pitch angle of inner spirals grows rapidly with decreas-
ing radius and the small pitch angle approximation is no
longer valid for the analysis by Shu et al. (1973). When
approaching the galactic center, the term 1/r appearing
in the definition of F leads to the rapid growth as shown
in Figure 2c.
In this work, the gas response to the underlying stel-
lar spirals are explored using three different sound speeds
and three different spiral strengths. Including the models
with or without selfgravity, 18 simulations are performed
and analyzed. Different models are denoted with a sym-
bol like F
g(ng)
x cy, where x = 1.15, 1, 0.85 corresponds
to the three strengths of stellar spirals, y = 7, 11, 19
stands for the sound speeds of gas and the superscript
is used to distinguish between selfgravitating (g) and
non-selfgravitating (ng) models. Among them, the self-
gravitating simulation with (x, y) = (1, 11), i.e., F g1 c11 ,
is taken as the fiducial model.
3. RESULTS
Gas response to the spiral density waves is explored
using a parameter space constrained within the uncer-
tainty of observations. Observationally, emission or ab-
sorption from different tracers are used to probe different
physical conditions and environments in galaxies. Dust
emissions at infrared wavelengths are thought to trace
the dense regions associated with star formation activity
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or the presence of galactic shocks. La Vigne et al. (2006)
have shown that emission at 8 µm suffers less extinc-
tion compared to optical wavelengths and is therefore an
ideal tracer for galactic shocks and feathers which may
be well extended into the interarm region. However, dust
continuum is not ideal for deriving kinematics and fur-
thermore M81 seems also to lack strong molecular emis-
sions over the disk (Sa´nchez-Gallego et al. 2011, and
references therein). Fortunately, Sa´nchez-Gallego et al.
(2011) compared the spectral profiles of CO (J = 3− 2)
with those of HI data in M81 and found good agreement
between peak velocities and line widths in both cases, in-
dicating that the kinematic conditions of molecular and
atomic gas are similar. We note that those strong CO
(J = 3 − 2) emissions they detected are clustered only
in two small regions within the spiral arms. The neutral
atomic gas (HI), on the other hand, is more widespread
and abundant over the disk of M81, except for the central
region. The hydrogen 21-cm line is therefore suitable for
mapping detailed gas kinematics over the disk.
3.1. HI-to-Dust Conversion Function
Figure 3a shows the image of M81 at the wavelength
8 µm observed with the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC)
on board the Spitzer Space Telescope (Willner et al.
2004). The overall structures include two pairs of grand-
design spirals, which can be roughly separated with the
radius r = 4 kpc. For the convenience of discussion
hereafter, the region inside (outside) 4 kpc is referred
as the inner (outer) disk and the corresponding spirals
are called the inner (outer) spirals.
It has been shown that infrared emission is strongly
correlated with the optical dust lanes, which presumably
track galactic shocks. Visually, the outer spirals appear
to be clumpy and filamentary, and are roughly outlined
by those bright dots shown in Figure 3a. The prominent
feathering substructures are generally found downstream
of the trailing spirals in the outer disk within corotation.
In contrast to the outer spirals, the inner spirals, which
reside in the region devoid of HI (see Figure 8a), are rel-
atively smooth and well organized. While the gas may
be highly compressed in both the inner and outer spiral
shocks, the outer spirals may be experiencing some insta-
bilities associated with the shocks and therefore facilitate
the formation of dense clumps as well as the feathers.
Since our simulations evolve the response of total gas, a
function that describes the dust-to-gas ratio is required
for the comparisons between numerical results and the
observed structures of dust. We extract the conversion
factor by comparing the 0th-moment maps at the wave-
lengths of 8 µm (Willner et al. 2004) and 21 cm (Wal-
ter et al. 2008). The conversion factor is a function
of radius and is defined to be the total intensity ratio,
f(r) = Idust(r)/IHI(r), for a given circular ring of 200 pc
wide centered at galactocentric radius r in the plane of
galactic disk. The resultant f(r) shown in Figure 3b is
normalized with the peak value and therefore dimension-
less. Consistent with the impression from the images,
f(r) indicates that the inner disk is relatively dust rich
compared to the outer disk. We note that when apply-
ing the dimensionless f(r) to construct the 8 µm images
based on the simulated responses of the total gas, we are
concerned only with the radial distribution of the dust so
that the structures in the dust component can be prop-
erly emphasized.
3.2. 4:1 Resonances
The radius that corresponds to ultraharmonic reso-
nance is a function of sound speed and can be found
when the following relation is fulfilled (Shu et al. 1973):
ν2 − η =
1
n2
, (7)
where ν ≡ m(Ωp − Ω)/κ is the dimensionless Doppler
shifted frequency, m denotes the number of spiral arms,
η = m2c2
s
/r2κ2 sin2(i), i stands for the pitch angle of spi-
ral arms and n is an integer corresponding to the mode
of harmonics. For instance, n = 1 corresponds to Lind-
blad resonances and n = 2 to 4:1 resonances. Negative ν
marks those resonances inside corotation, while positive
ν for those beyond corotation. We note that no inner
Lindblad resonance (ILR) is associated with the pattern
speed used in our models.
The exact locations of 4:1 resonance for different sound
speeds used in our models can be read from Figure 4. The
solid-blue curve is the angular speed, Ω(r), as a function
of galactocentric distance. The dash-blue line represents
the pattern speed Ωp = 25.5 km s
−1 kpc−1. The dashed
red, solid red, black and green curves are described by
Ω − (κ/2)
√
1/4 + η and corresponding to sound speeds
0, 7, 11, 19 km s−1. Their intersections with the dash-
blue line mark the locations of 4:1 resonances. They are
6.3, 6.1, 5.8 and (4.9, 3.8, 3.0) kpc for cs = 0, 7, 11,
19 km s−1, respectively. In particular, multiple 4:1 reso-
nances are found for models with cs = 19 km s
−1. Here,
we note that the curve associated with the pressure free
case, i.e., cs = 0, is presented as a reference to show the
degree of shift due to the pressure effect. The very in-
ner intersections are ignored since we do not have enough
spatial resolution to resolve those resonances located near
the center, though they might be also scientifically inter-
esting. The dips seen in the curves are due to the drop
of pitch angle between 3 and 4 kpc. It is evident that the
locations of inner 4:1 resonances are shifted inward in the
models with higher sound speeds. The inward shifted 4:1
resonances with increasing sound speed can be physically
understood in terms of an increasing effective epicyclic
frequency. In addition to the purely kinematic epicyclic
motion, which is a result of the conservation of angu-
lar momentum, the effective pressure provides additional
restoring force that tends to push material back toward
its guiding center. As a consequence, those curves asso-
ciated with non-zero sound speeds are shifted downward
as shown in Figure 4 and the corresponding locations of
resonances are moved inward.
3.3. The Outer Disk
3.3.1. Comparisons with the 8 µm image
On the left of Figure 5 are the snapshots of simulated
dust emission for the models as denoted on the upper-
left corner of each image, which is presented by tilting
the face-on image with an inclination angle of 58◦. Those
images are taken at the temporal point corresponding to
5 revolution times of the spiral pattern after the con-
version function f(r) is applied. The gas response has
reached quasi-steady state and does not change rapidly
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with time. By applying the conversion function, we im-
plicitly assume that the kinematics of dust is well cou-
pled to that of the total gas. The white-dashed ellipses
mark the radii of inner 4:1 resonances for each model.
The radii correspond to ultra-harmonics are shifted in-
ward toward the galactic center for those models with
higher sound speeds. In particular, the model F g1.15c19
has three radii that correspond to 4:1 resonances. The
right column of Figure 5 shows the direct comparisons
by overlaying those images shown in the left column over
the 8 µm image shown in Figure 3a.
As can be seen in the left column of Figure 5, qualita-
tively, the overall structure of the outer disks are simi-
lar except for the following differences. The outer spi-
rals stretch out more toward the radius of corotation
in the models with lower sound speeds. Spiral shocks
are expected to diminish when approaching the corota-
tion because the imposed spiral perturbation becomes
subsonic there. The extent of the subsonic region in-
creases with sound speed. It is therefore not surprising
that the outer spirals are less extended in those models
with higher sound speeds. We note that this is not gen-
erally true if the imposed spirals are sufficiently strong
that the perturbed velocity allows shocks to develop even
at the corotation radius (Kim & Kim 2014).
Perhaps, the most distinct difference is the presence
of substructures. Figure 5a (F g1.15c7) shows feathers em-
anating from the primary shocks, reminiscent of those
observed filamentary (Figure 3a) substructures protrud-
ing from the outer spirals with high pitch angles. The
spiral shocks fragment to form dense clumps with quasi-
regular spacing at a scale of kpc. The clumps follow
the radially inward streaming motions along the spiral
shocks and eventually leave the arm region due to the
conservation of angular momentum. Upon leaving the
arm region, those clumps are torn apart in the form of
elongated trailing feathers due to the galactic shear. In
contrast to Figure 5a, no feathering substructure is found
for those models with higher sound speeds shown in Fig-
ures 5b and 5c. The discussion on the possible origins
and implications of feathers appearing in M81 is deferred
to Section 4.1.
The other kind of substructure, which is also promi-
nent in the outer disks, is the secondary compression as-
sociated with inner 4:1 resonances. The secondary com-
pression appears as branch-like spirals with pitch angle
slightly smaller than the primary ones. In all cases, it
is evident that the ultraharmonic waves emerge at the
resonant radii (as indicated by the white ellipses) and
propagate inwards. Figure 5d suggests that the observed
large ring-like structure (at r = 5 kpc) as seen in the 8 µm
image can be understood as the feature of 4:1 resonance.
Although Figures 5b and 5c also show the similar feature,
those ring-like structures are shifted toward smaller radii
(at r = 3.8 and 0.9 kpc, respectively) and therefore do
not match well with the ring observed in the outer disk.
We do not intend to overlay all the snapshots obtained
from 18 models over the observed image because they are
visually similar for those models with the same sound
speeds cs = 11 and 19 except for cs = 7 km s
−1.
Figure 6 shows the face-on snapshots for models with
cs = 7 km s
−1 at t ≈ 1.2 Gyr. The upper panel are mod-
els that take into account the selfgravity of gas, while
those shown in the lower panel do not. The strength of
spiral forcing increases from the left to the right. Within
the uncertainty of the observed arm strength, feathers
start to emerge in the selfgravitating model with fidu-
cial arm strength and become increasingly prominent
upon increasing arm strength. Comparing to the non-
selfgravitating cases, while feathers are also prominent in
the model with the strongest arm strength, no feathers
are found for the case with fiducial arm strength (lower
middle). On the other hand, the density of clumps found
in the selfgravitating cases is in general higher than those
found in the non-selfgravitating cases. The differences
and similarities between the upper and the lower panels
suggest that selfgravity facilitates, but is not critical to
the occurrence of feathers in the simulations.
3.3.2. Effects of sound speed, arm strength and selfgravity
By examining the details of azimuthal cuts for a given
radius, Figure 7 explores the effects of sound speed,
strength of spiral forcing and the gaseous selfgravity. The
left column shows the cuts of surface density and the
right one shows the corresponding streaming motions for
the radii (r = 5.5, 2.5 kpc) as denoted in the plots at
t = 450 Myr for Figures 7a, 7b, 7c (nearly 2 orbital
times of the spiral pattern) and at t = 1.2 Gyr for Fig-
ure 7d (10 orbital times of the spiral pattern). At this
particular temporal point, t = 450 Myr, chosen just be-
fore the wiggle instability sets in, the gaseous spirals in
all models are well developed and still smooth for anal-
ysis. The streaming motion (in the plane of galaxy) is
defined to measure the magnitude of velocity departure
from the initial axisymmetric velocity field. Since these
azimuthal cuts are inside the corotation radius, the gases
flow from the left (negative phase) toward the right (pos-
itive phase) of plots. The zero phase corresponds to the
density peak of the imposed stellar spirals at the given
specific radius. The information is duplicated in a full
2pi azimuthal range, thereby only the phase range [−pi/2
pi/2] is shown.
From Figure 7a, it is evident that gases of different
sound speeds respond differently to the same strength of
underlying spiral forcing. The density enhancement in
cold gas is higher than that of the warm gas by a fac-
tor of three. The density enhancement is defined as the
ratio of the peak surface density and the azimuthally av-
eraged surface density for a given radius. The second
compression is prominent in the models F g1 c7 and F
g
1 c11,
while absent in the model F g1 c19. This is because the
radius r = 5.5 kpc is inside and not far from the 4:1 res-
onances of the former two models, but outside the outer-
most 4:1 resonance of the latter case (see Figure 4). The
overall structure is shifted downstream for colder gas.
The phase offset of peak surface density between the cold
(cs = 7 km s
−1) and the warm (cs = 19 km s
−1) gases
is significant. The offset in phase can be more than 20◦,
corresponding to spatial separations more than 2 kpc for
the radial range 4 to 6.5 kpc . No shock is found for
the model F g1 c19 when r > 6.5 kpc. The peak separation
between cold and warm gases within the annulus ranging
from 4 < r < 6.5 kpc might be observable if the stack-
ing method used to derive the single superprofile for one
specific galaxy (Ianjamasimanana et al. 2012) can be ap-
plied to the annulus by stacking information radially with
phase correction for the shock locations. In Figure 7b,
for a given sound speed, a stronger spiral forcing tends
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to enhance the density contrast but the overall profiles
are similar. Due to the low gaseous surface density in
M81, selfgravity does not have significant role in shaping
the density profile as shown in Figure 7c.
The corresponding streaming motions for those mod-
els in the left column are shown on the right of Figure 7.
For the outer disk, models with lower sound speeds or
stronger forcing tend to have higher streaming veloci-
ties. The difference due to selfgravity is not significant.
The spikes corresponding to the rapid changes in veloc-
ity fields trace the location of shocks. The second com-
pression is also well correlated to the rapid changes in
streaming motions. The maximum values of streaming
motions measured for the outer disk in all models are
no more than 31 km s−1. Specifically, the peak val-
ues of streaming motions for models with forcing larger
than or equal to that of fiducial case lie somewhere be-
tween 25 to 30 km s−1, which are well consistent with
the observed values 25 to 30 km s−1 in the plane of
galaxy for the southwest arm but far below the val-
ues (up to 50 km −1) measured for the northeast arm
(Adler & Westpfahl 1996). The streaming motions ob-
tained for the models with the weakest forcing are well
below 25 km s−1. The comparison between streaming
motions obtained from simulations and that measured
for the southwest arm favors a forcing stronger than our
fiducial case, narrowing down the range of uncertainty in
the arm strength. On the other hand, simulation results
indicate that the observed ultra-high streaming motions
in the northeast arm is not consistent with the observed
arm strength. The result shown in Figure 7d is intriguing
and is postponed to the discussion for the inner disk.
3.3.3. Comparisons with the HI kinematics
In Figure 8a, the observed HI intensity map (colored in
red) is overlapped on the 8 µm image (colored in gray)
shown in Figure 3a. The white ellipses represent the
corotation radius (r = 9 kpc) and r = 4 kpc, inside
which the 21 cm detection is low so that the iso-velocity
contours shown in Figure 8b are noisy. Hereafter in this
subsection, our discussions for kinematics will only fo-
cus on the outer disk, i.e., the region outside the radius
of 4 kpc. Overall, the distributions of dust and neutral
gas are correlated well inside the corotation radius. The
dust, which presumably traces the galactic shock, in the
southwest arm is well organized until r = 8 kpc. The di-
minishing of shocks before the radius of corotation is ex-
pected and is consistent with the pattern speed adopted
in this work. On the other hand, the HI in the southwest
arm extends well beyond the corotation radius all the way
to the bright blobs shown in the southeast. The south-
west HI arm appears to be flocculent and widespread
for the part outside corotation and has no counterpart
of dust emission. Assuming that the motion of dust is
well coupled to that of HI gas, the different distribu-
tion of dust and HI gas indicates that the source of HI,
which lies beyond corotation, is likely external to rather
than stripped from the inner disk. In other words, the
southwest arm may have just experienced an interaction
presumably with its companions in the recent past.
Inside the corotation radius, a branch-like substruc-
ture downstream the southwest arm is prominent in both
dust and neutral gas. No counterpart of this substruc-
ture is found for the northeast arm and our simulations
do not reproduce this feature either. Unlike the above
mentioned extended HI spiral outside the corotation ra-
dius, this branch-like substructure is prominent in both
HI and dust emissions. We suspect that this substruc-
ture is a tidal stripping feature inside the radius of coro-
tation due to the recent interactions. The interactions
offset a fraction of the dust and HI from the main spiral
shocks toward larger radii and lead to deeper bending in
the iso-velocity contours as shown in Figure 8b. In Fig-
ure 8b, the observed HI intensity map is overlaid on the
contours of observed line-of-sight velocity (Walter et al.
2008). Figure 8b looks similar to the Figure 4 of Visser
(1980a) (see also Rots & Shane 1975; Rots 1975) except
that the angular resolution is two times better and the
velocity resolution is ten times higher. As a result, the
kinks, as indicators of rapid change in velocity fields,
seen in the iso-velocity contours are sharper than that
presented in Visser (1980a).
The general descriptions for the data of four decades
old (Rots & Shane 1975) can be still applied to the new
data of much better quality (Walter et al. 2008). Theo-
retical model predicts that kinks in consecutive contours
as an indication of shocks fronts, where a rapid change
in velocity component perpendicular to shock fronts is
expected. It is also expected that density ridges coin-
cide with the turning points in the iso-velocity contours.
It has been noted by several authors (Adler & Westp-
fahl 1996; Visser 1980a) that the observed turning points
along the southwest lie well outside the major density
ridge, inconsistent with the expectation of the density
wave theory. However, upon closer inspection for Fig-
ure 8b, one can easily correlate those turning points (as
indicated by the small white arrows) in iso-velocity con-
tours with a weak HI ridge. This indicates that those
turning points is better associated with the branch-like
substructure rather than the main spiral shock. If the
HI, which resides in the weak ridge, is tidally stripped
from the main shocks toward larger radii, the rotation
speed of the gas will be further slowed down due to the
conservation of angular momentum and therefore shifts
the turning points in iso-velocity contours further out.
Although the shifted turning points in iso-velocity con-
tours shown for the southwest arm are better correlated
with the weak HI ridge, Figure 8c shows that no appar-
ent inconsistency exists between theoretical prediction
and observation. In Figure 8c, the observed HI inten-
sity map is superimposed on the line-of-sight velocity ob-
tained from the numerical model F g1.15c7 at t ≈ 1.2 Gyr.
The kinks and the turning points of the calculated iso-
velocity contours are well correlated with both the ob-
served northeast and southwest HI major ridges until
the corotation radius. As shown in Figure 8d, the cal-
culated iso-velocity contours also show good match with
the observation except that the bendings of kinks simu-
lated for the southwest arm are not as deep as the ob-
served ones. In fact, one may also find double kinks for
the observed iso-velocity contours shown in the north-
west quadrant, one is correlated with the major HI ridge
and the other one with the weak HI ridge. Beyond the
radius of corotation, discrepancy between the simulated
and the observed iso-velocity contours becomes appar-
ent. Without external disturbances, the simulated iso-
velocity contours tend to converge to the undisturbed
circular motions in the region outside corotation radius,
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while the observed ones do not. Reading directly from
the interval of contours, the difference can be up to nearly
25 km s−1. This again exposes that our simple isolated
models for the gasdynamics, especially for the outer disk,
is not complete. The fact that the weak HI ridge can still
been seen and has observable kinematic imprint indicates
that interaction should be very recent. It is not clear
whether the interactions happened roughly 250 Myr ago
as suggested by Yun (1999) is responsible.
3.4. The Inner Disk
In Figure 3a, the presence of well organized spiral
shocks in the inner disk requires an explanation. Since
the inner spirals appear to be smoother than the outer
spirals, on closer inspection, one may easily recognize up
to four spiral segments in the inner disk. The inner spi-
rals span from r ≈ 3.5 kpc toward the galactic center
and become tightly wound at r ≈ 1.5 kpc. In Figure 5,
compared to the model with cs = 7 km s
−1, the inner
spiral structures are well developed in the model with
cs = 19 km s
−1 and morphologically consistent with
the observation. Furthermore, assuming that those in-
ner dust spirals are due to shock compression at galactic
scale, the radially averaged density enhancement (defined
as the ratio of the peak surface density to the azimuthally
averaged surface density) for the model cs = 7 km s
−1 is
only 1.6, which is significantly lower than that observed,
i.e., 2.2. On the other hand, the radially averaged den-
sity enhancement are 2.0 and 2.4 for the models with
cs = 11 and 19 km s
−1, respectively. Since we also ex-
pect the observed peak density might be underestimated
due to beam smearing (2′′, corresponding to 35 pc at
the distance of M81), the model with cs = 19 km s
−1
is preferred for the origin of inner spirals than the oth-
ers. The azimuthal cuts at r = 2.5 kpc for these models
(at the same temporal point t ≈ 1.2 Gyr) are shown in
Figure 7d. While only smooth bumps appear near the
density peak of stellar spirals in the model F g1.15c7, gas
experiences significant compression in the models with
higher sound speeds, especially for F g1.15c19. Except for
the model F g1.15c7, the rapid changes of streaming mo-
tions shown on the right are also correlated well with
the density peaks in those higher sound speed models,
suggesting the presence of shocks.
The gas situated in the inner disk has a reaction to the
imposed spirals in the opposite sense as shown for the
outer disk. This phenomenon is best understood in terms
of the shifted 4:1 resonance other than the gas response
to the external forcing. As shown in Figure 4, the 4:1 res-
onances are significantly shifted inward in those models
with higher sound speeds. The overall spiral structures
in gas shrink toward the galactic center with increasing
sound speeds. However, the external forcing may mod-
ulate the strength of peaks so that the one in the up-
stream has slightly higher compression than the down-
stream one. Since the inner stellar spirals are quite open,
we suspect that the resonant features dominate over the
imposed spirals in the inner disk is simply because the
arm strength is not sufficiently strong to allow a tran-
sonic point to occur in the path of gas motion. Thus,
the small pitch angle assumption is no longer adequate
and no shock solution as pursued by Roberts (1969) can
be found.
The white-dashed ellipses in Figure 9 mark the radii
of ring-like structure for those models as labelled at
t ≈ 2.4 Gyr, which corresponds to 10 orbital times. It
shows that the location of ring-like structure has strong
dependence on the inner most 4:1 resonances. The ring-
like structures located at r = 1 kpc, as also seen in the
inner disk of Figure 3a are in fact composed of tightly
wound spirals that are part of 4:1 resonant waves.
4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1. Discussions
Figure 5 shows that the region influenced by the spi-
ral potential visually shrinks with the sound speed. For
the outer disk, the region where spiral shocks can exist
is limited by the spatial extent of the subsonic region
around the radius of corotation. For the inner disk, the
inward shifted 4:1 resonances also move the overall inner
spirals toward the galactic center. These two pressure
effects shrink the overall gaseous structures in response
to the underlying stellar spiral potential.
Figure 5a shows the quasi-regularly spaced substruc-
tures reminiscent of those feathers discussed in La Vigne
et al. (2006). We have also shown that the selfgravity
is not essential for generating those feathers seen in our
two-dimensional, unmagnetized simulations. Since our
simulations do not involve the complexities associated
with magnetic fields and stellar feedback, this feathering
phenomenon as seen in the simulations may be of the
wiggle instability found by Wada & Koda (2004) and
presumably of a pure hydrodynamic origin. Within the
framework of Lee & Shu (2012), Kim et al. (2014) ap-
plied the normal mode analysis to study the stability
of galactic shocks for pure hydrodynamic cases. They
concluded that potential vorticities (PVs) generated at
deformed shocks may accumulate when the gas parcels
successively pass through galactic shocks. As a result,
the run away accumulation of PVs leads to the wiggle
instability.
In Figure 10, the evolution of total PV is shown for the
outer disk, in which the outer spiral shocks and the as-
sociated wiggle instability reside. The overall increasing
rate is proportional to the strength of shocks, with the
steepest slope for the model F g1.15c7 and the shallowest
for F g1.15c19. A closer inspection on the blue curve for
F g1.15c7, one may recognize a rapid increase in the total
PV first occurs at roughly 1.7 orbital times, which cor-
responds to the onset of wiggle instability. The rapid
increase stops at 2.4 orbital times, ensuing by a rapid
decrease. The oscillation on the top of the overall in-
creasing trend of total PV occurs repeatedly until the
end of simulation. The rapid increase is mainly due to
the run away deformation of shock fronts, corresponding
to the growing modes. The distortion of shocks eventu-
ally leads to fragmentation of spirals and therefore run
away process stops. Subsequently, the process of reorga-
nizing spiral shocks decreases the total PV due to shock
compression and shear reversal (Kim et al. 2014). Af-
ter the shock is well organized by the underlying stellar
density waves, the run away process starts over again.
Although the work by Kim et al. (2014) provides a
physical basis for the wiggles seen in our numerical sim-
ulations, linking the wiggle instability to observations for
M81 is not straightforward. It has been shown that
the two-dimensional wiggle instability is stabilized in
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three-dimensional simulations due to the flapping mo-
tions (Kim & Ostriker 2006) or the presence of magnetic
fields (Shetty & Ostriker 2006; Kim & Ostriker 2006).
If magnetic fields are strong in the arm, wiggle insta-
bility may be suppressed through reducing the strength
of shocks (Lee & Shu 2012; Lee 2014). On the other
hand, mild magnetic tension may oppose Coriolis forces,
which would otherwise tend to prevent the coalescence
of density clumps along spiral arms, leading to the so-
called Magneto-Jeans instability (Kim & Ostriker 2002,
2006; Shetty & Ostriker 2006). Thus, the balance be-
tween selfgravity, epicyclic motions and magnetic ten-
sion is delicate for the growth of the feathering instabil-
ity. Magnetic fields have been measured for M81 in radio
frequencies (Krause et al. 1989). Given all other param-
eters are constrained with observations, it is desirable to
investigate further whether or not the presence of the
observed strength of magnetic fields would trigger feath-
ering instability as suggested by the normal mode anal-
ysis done by Lee & Shu (2012). Hence, we find that the
physical nature of the feathering substructures in M81 is
inconclusive.
In this work, we attribute the inner spiral shocks to the
inward shifted 4:1 resonances associated with the pres-
ence of WNM. Another possibility that would also shift
the resonant features inward is that the pattern speed
of the inner spirals is higher than the value adopted in
our models. Thus, observational determination of pat-
tern speed for the inner arms would be crucial to our
understanding of the origin of spiral structure in M81.
The complicated HI tidal tails observed in the outskirts
of M81 show clear signature of interactions (Yun et al.
1994), which are not considered in this work. Simula-
tions suggest that M81 may have interacted with M82
and NGC 3077 roughly 200 to 400 Myrs ago (Thomas-
son & Donner 1993; Yun 1999). The close encounters
may disturb the disk structure and the gas distribution.
Therefore, we do not expect that our isolated models for
M81 can reproduce all the observed features. Instead, we
consider the deviations from the our bi-symmetric mod-
els as a result of interactions or physics missing in the
models. We identify that the ultra-high streaming mo-
tions observed in the northeast arm are not consistent
with the observed arm strength. Especially, we asso-
ciate the outward shifted turning points with the weak
HI density ridge (see Figure 8b) and argue that there is
no apparent contradiction to the prediction of the the-
ory of spiral density waves based on the good fit on the
locations of outward bending kinks seen in iso-velocity
contours. Since this kinematics feature has no counter-
part in the northeast arm, the weak HI density ridge is
interpreted as a tidally stripped feature, perhaps due to
the interaction with NGC 3077 according to the simu-
lated orbits suggested by Yun (1999). Numerical simula-
tions involving both live stellar and gaseous disks would
be desirable to justify that close encounter with compan-
ions could cause the observed deviation from the results
obtained from isolated models.
4.2. Summary
Hydrodynamic simulations with a parameter space
constrained by observations are performed to study the
gas response to the stellar spiral density waves in M81.
Based on the halo-bulge-disk model constructed for M81,
an unstable spiral mode, which is consistent with the
stellar disk, is found to fit with observations through the
modal analysis reported in Paper I. Therefore, the spiral
mode together with its associated pattern speed and its
modulation of arm strength derived in Paper I are taken
as the inputs in this work.
With the QSSS hypothesis, the imposed spiral den-
sity waves rotate about the galactic center with a con-
stant pattern speed, Ωp = 25.5 km s
−1 kpc−1 (Paper I).
Within the uncertainty of observations, the gas response
to three different arm strengths is explored, aiming to
further narrow the range of possible arm strengths. The
effective sound speeds, which are taken to reflect the tur-
bulent nature of the interstellar medium, are constrained
by the values obtained by two-Gaussian decomposition
for the stacked HI line profile. The result obtained for
M81 suggests the existence of CNM with cs = 7 km s
−1
and WNM with cs = 19 km s
−1 (Ianjamasimanana
et al. 2012). These two values together with the value,
cs = 11 km s
−1, estimated from the single-Gaussian fit
are chosen to model the effective isothermal gases resid-
ing in the disk. By simulating the CNM and the WNM
separately, we implicitly assume the responses of gases
with different sound speeds are dynamically decoupled,
while those models with cs = 11 km s
−1 are represen-
tative when the dynamics of CNM and WNM is well
coupled. The mass distribution used to initialize the gas
disk is also derived from the recent HI observation (Wal-
ter et al. 2008). Given these observational constraints,
a good fit of the gas response to the underlying spiral
density waves with observations may help identify possi-
ble mechanisms and conditions that lead to the observed
structures in gas, while a poor fit may suggest that the
physics involved is incomplete. In total, 18 simulations
are performed to explore the parameter space compris-
ing three different arm strengths, three different sound
speeds, and with or without the inclusion of selfgravity.
The major conclusions are summarized as follows.
1. In both the 8 µm and 21 cm images, the ring-like
structure situated just outside the radius r = 4 kpc
is interpreted as a feature of the 4:1 resonance as-
sociated with the CNM. The location of the sim-
ulated ring structures shrinks toward the galactic
center with increasing sound speeds due to the in-
ward shifted 4:1 resonances.
2. The spiral shocks shown in the inner disk are iden-
tified as resonant features rather than the type
of gas response to the spiral forcing pursued by
Roberts (1969). The 4:1 resonances associated with
the WNM explain the origin of the four-armed spi-
rals residing in the inner disk as well as the tightly
wound spiral structure observed at r ≈ 1.5 kpc.
3. Within the uncertainty of the observed arm
strength, the level of simulated streaming motions
is consistent with that observed for the southwest
arm and favors those models with stronger arm
strength, i.e., x = 1, 1.15.
4. Detailed comparisons between the data observed
at wavelengths of 8 µm and 21 cm together with
those obtained from simulations enable us to iden-
tify possible signatures of previous interactions in
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the near past. Although the model F g1.15c7 shows
good fit to the southwest spiral of dust (Figure 5d),
the corresponding HI tail stretches further out be-
yond the corotation radius (Figure 8a). The lack of
counterpart emission in 8 µm for the neutral gas sit-
uated beyond the corotation radius reflects that the
origin of this HI tail might be external to the galac-
tic disk. Moreover, those turning points shown
in the iso-velocity contours are found to be cor-
related well with the weak HI density ridge in the
new data (Figure 8b), suggesting that the unique
branch-like structure seen downstream the south-
west arm might be the material tidally stripped
away from the main spiral. Therefore, the shifted
turning points from the major southwest spiral are
considered to be a natural consequence of interac-
tions. A signature of interactions can be also found
in the northeast arm since simulation results show
that the anomalously high streaming motions ob-
served in this arm cannot be accounted by the ob-
served arm strength. Interaction scenarios might
be a natural direction to explain the asymmetry
between the two arms.
5. Gases of different sound speeds respond differently
to the spiral density waves in M81. Simulations
show that spatial separation between the density
peaks of CNM (cs = 7 km s
−1) and WNM (cs =
19 km s−1) can be more than 2 kpc in the outer disk
and may be detectable using a stacking technique
for the HI data.
6. Our simulation results suggest that the selfgravity
of gas does not play an important role in triggering
wiggle instability. The nature of this type of insta-
bility may be of pure hydrodynamics as suggested
by Kim et al. (2014). However, the nature of the
feathers observed in M81 is uncertain based on this
work. A further study that takes into account the
effects of magnetic fields and the vertical structure
of gas disk is required to distinguishing between
different theoretical possibilities.
7. Direct confrontation between numerical models
and the observations obtained from different wave-
lengths have shown that simulations with single
isothermal sound speed alone cannot explain all
the structures seen in the gas and dust. This pro-
vides further support for the coexistence of CNM
and WNM in M81. However, the exact distribu-
tion of the neutral gases of different velocity dis-
persions in M81 is not clear, and their determi-
nation would be desirable in future observational
studies. The spiral structures in M81 are not per-
fectly bi-symmetric with respect to the galactic
center. Therefore, we do not expect the results ob-
tained from simulations such as those carried out in
this paper would adequately fit both the inner and
outer structure within the same theoretical frame-
work. Although tidal interactions with neighbor-
ing companion galaxies are likely to play a role in
forming the structure in the outer disk of M81, it
is unclear whether their inclusion alone would be
sufficient. The degree to which galaxy interactions
or physics beyond those considered in this paper
should be considered in future studies.
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Figure 1. (a) Azimuthally averaged gas surface density as a function of galactocentric distance. The blue dotted line is derived from the
0th-moment HI map (Walter et al. 2008) averaged over circular rings 500 pc wide in the plane of M81 and multiplied by a factor 1.4 for
heavier element content. The red line is a fitting to the observed data using an exponential function of a scale length 10 kpc, while the
black line represents the initial gas surface density adopted in this work described by Equation (5). (b) Toomre Q as a function of radius
for models with sound speeds cs = 7, 11, 19 km s−1, respectively.
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Figure 2. (a) Density distribution of stellar spirals superimposed on an axisymmetric stellar disk described in the Paper I. The density
shown in this image is normalized and only the contrast is emphasized. Positive values (toward the red end) represent density excess while
negative values (toward the blue end) are density deficit with respect to the azimuthal average. (b) Relative amplitude of spiral density
wave as a function of radius. For a given radius, the relative amplitude is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of azimuthal variation to
the azimuthal average. This definition reflects the observed mass variation in stellar components. The grey dash-dotted curves bracket the
uncertainty of the data at 3.6 µm. The spiral pattern and the modulation of arm strength are taken from the modal analysis for M81 and
are scaled to fit the observed arm strength. The solid black curve is the same as the one reported in Paper I and is taken as the fiducial
arm strength F
g(ng)
1 cy . The model that corresponds to 15% increase (decrease) of the fiducial model is shown in dashed (filled-circle) black
line and is labeled F
g(ng)
1.15 cy (F
g(ng)
0.85 cy). (c) The radial profiles of arm strength, F(r), defined as the ratio of maximum arm force to the
centrifugal force.
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Figure 3. The image of dust emission observed with the IRAC Spitzer at the wavelength of 8µm (Willner et al. 2004). (b) Normalized
flux ratio between observed emissions of dust and HI gas as a function of radius.
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Figure 4. The locations of 4:1 resonances for models with cs = 0, 7, 11, 19 km s−1. The solid blue curve represents the angular speed
as a function of radius and the dashed blue stands for the pattern speed. See the text for the function form for the curves of different
sound speeds. The intersections with dashed blue line mark the locations of 4:1 resonance. They are 6.3, 6.1, 5.8 and (4.9, 3.8, 3.0) kpc
for cs = 0, 7, 11, 19 km s−1, respectively.
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(a)
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Figure 5. Left column: The snapshots of the simulated dust emission at t ≈ 1.2 Gyr, corresponding to 5 revolution times of the spiral
pattern. The corresponding model of each image is labelled in the upper-left corner. The white-dashed ellipses mark the radii of inner 4:1
resonances in the plane of the galaxy (see the discussion in Section 3.2). Right column: Direct comparisons by overlaying the simulation
results shown in the left column over the 8 µm image shown in Figure 3a
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Figure 6. Snapshots of surface density at t ≈ 1.2 Gyr for selfgravitating (upper panel) and non-selfgravitating (lower panel) models as
labelled in the upper-left corner of each image. The units of axes are in kpc and the color code used is the same as that used for the left
column of Figure 5.
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Figure 7. left column: Azimuthal cut of surface density at the radii r = 5.5, 2.5 kpc at the temporal points t = 450 Myr for (a), (b), (c)
and t = 1.2 Gyr for (d). The zero phase corresponds to the peak surface density of the imposed spirals at the radius. To avoid duplicated
information, only the range [−pi/2 pi/2] is shown. right column: The corresponding streaming motions, measuring the magnitude of velocity
departure from the basic state.
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(d)
(b)
(c)
(a)
Figure 8. (a) Superposition of the 8 µm (Willner et al. 2004) and 21 cm (Walter et al. 2008) images. The white ellipses with increasing
radius correspond to the radii of 4 kpc and corotation (9.08 kpc), respectively. (b) Superposition of the observed maps of HI intensity
(color coded) and iso-velocity contours (Walter et al. 2008). A system velocity -39.4 km s−1 is subtracted from the first moment map. The
contours are displayed every 25 km s−1 for the velocity range -200 to 200 km s−1. The southern loop seen along the major axis corresponds
to -200 km s−1 and the northern one to 200 km s−1. The white ellipse marks the radius of 4 kpc. The small white arrows mark the
locations of turning points in the iso-velocity contours. (c) Superposition of the observed HI intensity map and the simulated iso-velocity
contours for the best fit model F g1.15c7 at t = 1.2 Gyr. The simulated velocity field is smoothed using a beam size (12
′′) comparable to
the observation. The map of iso-velocity contour is calculated using an inclination angle 58◦. The levels of contours is the same as those
adopted in (b). The black and white ellipses mark the radius of corotation and a radius of 4 kpc respectively. (d) Superposition of the
observed and the simulated (t = 1.2 Gyr) iso-velocity contours.
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Figure 9. The snapshots of the simulated dust emission at t ≈ 2.4 Gyr, corresponding to 10 revolution times of the spiral pattern. The
model corresponding to each image is denoted in the upper-left corner. From top to bottom, the white-dashed ellipses mark the radii 5,
3.8 and 0.9 kpc in the plane of galaxy, respectively.
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Figure 10. Evolution of total potential vorticities integrated over the regions defined by 4 < r < 10.8 for the models F g1.15c7 (blue),
F g1.15c11 (red) and F
g
1.15c19 (black).
